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PRODUCTS OF FREE GROUPS 23
restricted type. In this paper we study the nilpotent finite groups G such
 .that U ZG has a subgroup of finite index which is the direct product of
noncyclic free groups. In the first part we show the surprising result that
such groups can be characterised via the structure of the Wedderburn
decomposition of the rational group algebra QG. In the second part we
give an exhaustive list of the groups with this property. Finally we show
that if a group G is of this type then the trivial units have a normal
 .complement in U ZG and this normal complement has a subnormal
w xseries with noncyclic free factors. Note that in 5 it is shown that there are
 .only two nilpotent and two non-nilpotent groups G which are such that
 .U ZG has a noncyclic free subgroup of finite index.
Throughout paper we use the following notation. By C k we denote then
direct product of k copies of the cyclic group with n elements. For
convenience, we often consider the group C as a field with two elements2
and C k as a vector space over C . The dihedral group of order 2m is2 2
denoted by D and the quaternion group of order 2m is denoted by Q .2 m 2 m
ˆFor a subgroup H of a finite group G we denote by H the idempotent
 < <.  :1r H  h. If g g G, then g denotes g .ˆ ˆhg H
 .  .Then n = n matrix ring over a ring R is denoted by M R and GL Rn n
 .is its group of invertible matrices. By H R we denote the quaternion ring
 .  .over R. The center of a ring R respectively group G is denoted by Z R
  . .respectively Z G .
1. GROUPS VERSUS UNIT GROUPS OF INTEGRAL
GROUP RINGS
 .For every subgroup H of G let v : ZG ª Z GrH be the canonicalH
 .  .  .ring homomorphism and D G, H s Ker v . We set v s v and D GH G
 .s D G, G .
 .The group of units of a ring R is denoted by U R . We several times
 w x.will use the following fact see 13, Section 1.4 : if R and R are Z-orders1 2
in a finite dimensional Q-algebra, then R l R is also a Z-order and1 2
w  .  .xU R : U R l R - `.1 1 2
For a finite group G, let M s  ZGe, where the sum runs through thee
primitive central idempotents of QG. Since ZG : M are Z-orders in QG,
 .it follows that H is a subgroup of finite index in U ZG if and only if H
 .contains a subgroup of finite index in each U ZGe . Note that again we
 .  .  .abuse notation by identifying U ZGe with U ZGe q 1 y e . Further-
  ..  .more, for each e write QGe s M D e where D e is a division ring.n e.
 .  .Let O e be a maximal order in D e . Then H is a subgroup of finite
 .index in U ZG if and only if H contains a subgroup of finite index in
  ..    ..GL O e for all e also here we identify naturally GL O e withn e. n e.
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  ..  ..   ..GL O e q 1 y e . By SL O e we denote the subgroup ofn e. n e.
  ..GL O e that consists of all elements having reduced norm one.n e.
In this section we prove the following theorem relating the structure of
the unit group with the structure of the Wedderburn decomposition.
THEOREM 1. For any nonabelian nilpotent finite group G the following
conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .1. U ZG contains a subgroup of finite index which is isomorphic to a
finite direct product of noncyclic free groups.
2. for e¨ery primiti¨ e central idempotent e of QG, QGe is a commuta-
 .  .ti¨ e field or isomorphic to either the quaternions H Q or to M Q .2
For the sake of shortness we will say that a group G is admissible if it
satisfies condition 2 of the theorem.
w xIn order to prove the theorem we need some lemmas. In 2 Banieqbal
 .describes all finite subgroups of GL D , where D is a division ring. It2
 w x.follows see for example 8 that the only nonabelian nilpotent finite
 .subgroup of GL Q is D , the dihedral group of order 8. In particular, if2 8
 .e is a central idempotent of QG such that QGe , M Q , then Ge , D .2 8
However, this can be shown easily when G is a 2-group as follows.
LEMMA 2. Let G be a 2-group and e a primiti¨ e central idempotent of
 .QG, such that QGe , M Q . Then Ge , D .2 8
w x  .Proof. By 4, Proposition 23.16 one may assume that ZGe : M Z .2
 .  .The canonical epimorphism M Z ª M Z restricts to a group homo-2 2 2
 .morphism f : Ge ª GL Z . Let2 2
1 q 2Z 2ZK s A g det A s 1 . . 5 /2Z 1 q 2Z
 4 w x <  . <Since Kr I, yI is a free group 10 it follows that K l Ker f F 2 and
<  . <  .hence Ker f F 4. Since GL Z has six elements and Ge is a non-2 2
abelian 2-group, we obtain that Ge is either D or Q . However, Q is8 8 8
 .impossible as QQ does not have M Q as a simple component.8 2
LEMMA 3. Let G be a 2-group and e a primiti¨ e central idempotent of
 .QG, such that QGe , H Q . Then Ge , Q .8
Proof. Since Ge is a subgroup of the multiplicative group of a division
 .  2 ny 1nring in particular it is fixed point free , then Ge , Q s a, b : a s2
2 2 ny 2 y1 y1: w x1, b s a , bab s a for some n G 3 11, Theorem 18.1.iv . There-
fore QGe is isomorphic to a simple component of QQ n. Because QQ n ,2 2
  y1 ..ny 1 ny1 ny1 ny1Q D [ H Q j q j and Q D has not any simple component2 2 2 2
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 .  w x.isomorphic to H Q cf. 13, Lemma 20.4 , the assumption implies that
y1  ..  .ny 1 ny1H Q j q j , H Q . Hence n s 3 and thus Ge , Q .2 2 8
LEMMA 4. If G is a nilpotent admissible nonabelian finite group then both
 .  .Z G and GrZ G ha¨e exponent 2.
Proof. Let e , e , . . . , e be the complete set of primitive central idem-1 2 n
potents of QG. Any Ge can be considered as a multiplicative subgroup ofi
n  .  .QG and the map f : G ª  Ge given by f g s ge , . . . , ge is anis1 i 1 n
injective homomorphism of groups such that p ( f is surjective for every ii
 n .p :  Ge ª Ge the ith projection . Any Ge is either abelian ori is1 i i i
 .  .QGe , M Q or QGe , H Q . By Lemmas 2 and 3, if Ge is nonabeliani 2 i i
then it is isomorphic to either Q or D . Assume H s Ge = ??? = Ge is8 8 1 k
abelian and K s Ge = ??? = Ge , where any G is not abelian for everykq1 n i
  ..  .i ) k. Then f Z G ; H = Z K and hence f induces an injective homo-
X  .  . n  . 2 nyk .morphism f : GrZ G ª KrZ K ,  Ge rZ Ge , C . Thusiskq1 i i 2
 .GrZ G has exponent 2. $ $
X X .  .  .Let g g Z G . Then g 1 y G is a periodic central unit of QG 1 y G$
X n mw x  .  .  .and because of 3 and the assumptions QG 1 y G , M Q = H Q2
 .  .for some m, n G 0. But every periodic central unit of M Q and H Q has2$ $ $
X X X2 2 2 .  .order at most 2. Thus g 1 y G s 1 y G and hence g y 1 G s g y 1.
Since G is not abelian, GX / 1 and comparing coefficients it follows that$ $ $ $
X X X X X2 2 2 2 .  .g g G . Consequently g s g G q g 1 y G s G q 1 y G s 1.
 .  .  . Proof of Theorem 1. Part 2 implies 1 . Let N s U ZG l 1 q0
 .   ... w xD G D G, Z G . By Lemma 4 and 13, Lemma 30.6 , N is a normal0
 .complement of the trivial units "G in U ZG , in particular N is of finite0
 .index in U ZG . Hence it follows from the remarks preceding the theorem
that, for any primitive central idempotent e of QG which is such that
 .QGe s M Q , the group N contains a subgroup N of finite index in2 0 e
 .GL Z : QGe. Note that Lemma 2 yields that Ge s D . Let f : ZG ª2 8
 .  .Z Ge s Z D be the natural epimorphism. It follows that N , f N :8 e e
 .  .   .   ...f N : U Z D l 1 q D D D D , Z D s X. Since X is a free0 8 8 8 8
w xgroup of rank 3 6 we obtain that N is a noncyclic free group.e
We now claim that the direct product F s  N , where e runs throughe e
 .the primitive central idempotents of QG such that QGe s M Q , is of2
 .finite index in U ZG . For this is sufficient to show that F contains a
subgroup of finite index in the unit group of a maximal order of QGe for
 .any primitive central idempotent e of QG. Since the unit group of H Z is
 .  .isomorphic with Q and because H Z is a maximal order in H Q this is8
 .clear when QGe s H Q . Hence because of the assumption and the
construction of F we only have to deal with the remaining case, that is,
w x  X.when QGe is a field. By 3 this field is a simple component of Q GrG .
Because of Lemma 4, the abelian group GrGX has exponent 2 or 4. Hence
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 w x.  .it is well known see for example 13, Proposition 2.8 that QGe , Q j ,
where j is a primitive root of unity of order 1, 2, or 4. It is well known that
 w x.  w x.then the torsion free rank of U Z j is zero and thus U Z j is finite. So
F indeed contains a subgroup of finite index in the unit group of the ring
of integers of the field QGe.
 .  .   ..Part 1 implies 2 . Write QG [ M D e , where the sum runs3 n e.
 .through all primitive central idempotents of QG, with each D e a division
 .  .algebra and O e a chosen maximal order in D e . By the assumption, let
n  .F s  F be a subgroup of finite index in U ZG , with each F ais1 i i
  ..  .  4noncyclic free group. Since F l Z U ZG : Z F s 1 it follows that
  ..Z U ZG is finite. Consequently, for any primitive central idempotent
  ..e g QG, the commutative domain Z O e has finite unit group. Hence
 .the well known Dirichlet’s unit theorem yields that Z D is either the
rationals or a quadratic imaginary extension of the rationals. Since G is
w xnilpotent, it therefore follows from Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.3 in 8
 .  .  .  .that D e s H Q provided n e F 2 and D e is nonabelian.
For completeness’ sake we include a brief proof for the latter statement
 .in the case n e s 1. From the classification of finite subgroups of division
w xrings by Amitsur 1 it follows that the only possible nilpotent finite
subgroups of a division ring are of the type Q = C , with m odd. Since2 n m
subgroups of division rings are fixed point free this also follows from
w x  .Theorem 18.8.iv in 11 . Since Q Q = C , QQ m QC one obtains2 n m 2 n m
from the Wedderburn decomposition of the respective group algebras that
 .the only possible simple component of Q Q = C which is a noncom-2 n m
  y1 .  ..ay1 ay1mutative division ring is H Q j q j m Q j for some a ) 2, b a2 2 b
positive odd integer. For such a ring to be a division ring it is necessary
and sufficient that a s 2 and that the order of 2 modulo b is odd.
However, the condition on the finiteness of the unit group of the central
 .  .units in the maximal order yields that b s 1. Hence D e s H Q . The
 .case n e s 2 needs more work and is ultimately based on Banieqbal’s
w xclassification of finite subgroups of 2 = 2-matrices over division rings 2 .
 .Next we show that if e is a primitive central idempotent with n e G 2
  ..then SL O e contains a subgroup of finite index which is the directn e.
 .product of noncyclic free groups. Since F is of finite index in U ZG we
obtain that
U [ M O e : F - `. . . .e n e.
Hence, for any primitive central idempotent e,
H s F l SL O e . .e n e.
  ..    ..is of finite index in SL O e the latter, as a subgroup of GL O e ,n e. n e.
  ..  ..    ...is identified with SL O e q 1 y e . Note that since U Z O e isn e.
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  ..finite, the group H is also of finite index in GL O e . Writee n e.
T s H ,e f
f/e
where the product runs through all the primitive central idempotents f
different from a given central idempotent e. Clearly H T s H = T : Fe e e e
  ..is a subgroup of finite index in  SL O e , and thus is also of finitee n e.
  ..index in  GL O e and F.e n e.
 .Now, fix e and assume n e G 2. We claim that for any 1 F i F n either
 .  4  .  4p H s 1 or p T s 1 , where for each 1 F i F n, p : F ª F is thei e i e i i
 .natural epimorphism. For this, first suppose that p H is not cyclic. Then,i e
w  .  .x  4since p H , p T s 1 and since F is noncyclic and free, one obtainsi e i e i
 .  4 that p T s 1 . For this one uses that if a and b are non-triviali e
.commuting elements in F , then they generate a cyclic group. Similarly,i
 .  .  4if p T is not cyclic, then p H s 1 . On the other hand, it is imposs-i e i e
 .  .ible that both p H and p T are cyclic. Indeed, for otherwisei e i e
w  .  .x  .p H , p T s 1 implies that p H = T is a cyclic subgroup of finitei e i e i e e
 <index in F , a contradiction. So the claim follows. Let J s i 1 F i Fi
 .  44  .  4n, p H / 1 . Note that J is not empty as n e G 2 and thus H / 1 .i e e
The previous claim yields that for each j g J, F l H is of finite index inj e
 .F ; in particular, F l H is noncyclic. Consequently  H l F is aj j e jg J e j
  ..direct product of noncyclic free groups in SL O e .n e.
 .Next we show that each n e - 3. Suppose the contrary, that is, let e be
 .a primitive central idempotent such that n e G 3, and let H be a
  ..subgroup of finite index in SL O e which is the direct product ofn e.
  .. Xnoncyclic free groups. Clearly H is noncentral in SL O e and H isn e.
normalized by H. It then follows from the congruence subgroup theorems
 w x.see for example 13, Theorem 19.30 and Theorem 19.32 that the commu-
  .. Xtator group is of finite index in SL O e . Hence H is of finite index inn e.
H, a contradiction note that the commutator subgroup of a nontrivial free
.  .group is of infinite index . Thus n e - 3.
 .  .To finish the proof it remains to show that if n e s 2 then D e s Q.
 .  . lSo suppose that n e s 2 and D e / Q. Let H s  H be a subgroupis1 i
  ..of finite index in SL O e , with each H noncyclic and free. Againn e. i
denote by p : H ª H the natural epimorphism. Write by aE the matrixi i 12
  ..  .in M O e with all entries zero except the 1, 2 entry which equals a .2
  ..We know from the above that U O e is finite, say of order less than or
 .equal to m, and also there exists b , g g O e such that the additive group
generated by these two elements is free abelian of rank two. Note that
because H is of finite index, there exists a nonzero integer ¨ such that
 .¨x s 1 q bE s 1 q ¨bE g H, and similarly 1 q ¨g E g H. Because12 12 12
w x w  .  .x  .  .x, y s 1, we have p x , p y s 1. Hence either p x s 1, or p y s1 1 1 1
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 . s  . t1 or p x s p x for some nonzero integers s, t. In the latter case1 1
 s yt.p x y s 1. So, in any case, there always exists an element of the type1
 .  .1 / z s 1 q aE g H such that p z s 1. But then H : C z .S L O  e..12 1 1 n e.
However, this is in contradiction with the following fact which is easily
  .verified note that we use here that the unit group of O e is finite of
.  . order less than or equal to m. If 0 / a g O e and a, b g C 1 qS L O  e..n e.m m m m.aE then a b s b a .12
 .We now give the structure of the full unit group U ZG for any
nilpotent admissible finite group G.
PROPOSITION 5. Let G be a nonabelian nilpotent finite group such that
QG is the direct sum of simple components that are commutati¨ e fields or are
 .  .  .isomorphic to either H Q or M Q , then U ZG has a subnormal series2
 41 s N ; N ; ??? ; N ; U ZG .n ny1 0
such that N is a normal complement of the tri¨ ial units, each N rN is free0 iy1 i
noncyclic, and n is the number of simple components of QG isomorphic to
 .M Q .2
Proof. Let N be as defined in the first part of the proof of Theorem 10
and let e , e , . . . , e be all the primitive central idempotents e of QG such1 2 k
 .  .  .that QGe , M Q . Further, for each 1 F i F k, let f : U ZG ª U ZGe2 i i
be the natural group homomorphism. We define the following normal
series
 4U ZG > N > N > N > ??? > N > N s 1 . 0 1 2 k kq1
where
N s N l ker f , .i iy1 i
for each 1 F i F k.
 4We now claim that N e s e for every primitive central idempotent0
 4e f e , . . . , e . Indeed, because of Lemma 3, Ge is either abelian or Q .1 k 8
w x   .   . ..Hence 13, Lemma 30.6 implies that Ge l 1 q D Ge D Ge, Z G e l
 .  4  4"Ge s e . It now follows easily that N e s e .0
Because of the claim we obtain that
N : N ek 0 k
and
N rN , N e : N e ,iy1 i iy1 i 0 i
for each 1 F i F k. Again as in the first part of the proof of Theorem 1,
 .N e contains a subgroup of finite index in GL Z and, moreover, the0 i 2
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 .  .group N e is up to isomorphism embedded in the free group U Z D l0 i 8
X  .  ..1 q D D D D , D . Therefore the result follows.8 8 8
2. GROUPS VERSUS RATIONAL GROUP ALGEBRAS
For every n G 1 we denote by W the group given by the presentationn
4 2 < w xW s x , x , . . . , x x s x , x , x s x , x s 1,n 1 2 n i i j k i j
:i , j, k s 1, 2, . . . , n .
w xFor every 1 F i - j F n we denote t s x , x . It is not difficult to seei j i j
that
n
n q 12 m :  :Z W s t = x , C with m s .  n i j i 2  /21Fi-jFn is1
and
n
n :W rZ Q s x Z W , C . .  .n n i n 2
is1
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 6. For a nilpotent finite group G, the following conditions are
equi¨ alent:
1. For e¨ery primiti¨ e central idempotent e of QG, QGe is a commuta-
 .  .ti¨ e field, H Q , or M Q .2
2. G is abelian or G , H = C k for some k G 0 and H is isomorphic to2
exactly one of the following groups
 .a W .2
 .  2:b W r x .2 1
 .  2 :c W r x t .2 1 12
 .  2 2:d W r x , x , D .2 1 2 8
 .  2 2 :e W r x t , x t , Q .2 1 12 2 12 8
 . 1  < :  2 < :  .2 nf G s W r t 2 F i - j F n = x 2 F i F n n G 3 .2 n i j i
 . 2  < :  2 < :  .2 ng G s W r t 2 F i - j F n = x t 2 F i F n n G 3 .2 n i j i 1 i
 . 1  < :  2 < :  .2 ny1h G s W r t 2 F i - j F n = x 1 F i F n n G 3 .2 n i j i
 . 2  < :  2 < :  2:2 ny1i G s W r t 2 F i - j F n = x t 2 F i F n = x2 n i j i 1 i 1
 .n G 3 .
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 . 3  < :  2 < :2 ny 1j G s W r t 2 F i - j F n = x t 2 F i F n2 n i j i 1 i
 2 :  .= x t n G 3 .1 12
First we prove two lemmas.
LEMMA 7. The class of admissible groups is closed under homomorphic
images and subgroups.
Proof. If H is a homomorphic image of G, then Q H is isomorphic to a
homomorphic image of QG. Therefore, the first statement is trivial.
Let H be a subgroup of a admissible group G and e a primitive central
idempotent of Q H. There exists a primitive central idempotent f g QG
such that fe / 0. Then the map x ¬ xf is a ring homomorphism Q He ª
QGf which is injective because Q He is simple. Since dim QGf F 4 theQ
second statement also follows.
LEMMA 8. Let G be a nilpotent nonabelian finite group. Then G is
admissible if and only if G is isomorphic to a group of the form H = C k where2
H is an indecomposable admissible 2-group and k G 0. In particular, e¨ery
nonabelian nilpotent admissible group is a 2-group.
Proof. Assume that G is admissible. Since G is nilpotent, write G s
G = G where G is a 2-group and G is a group of odd order. If G is1 2 1 2 2
nonabelian, then by Lemma 7, QG has a simple component isomorphic to2
 .  .either M Q or H Q . Hence QG has a simple component of dimension2 2
w x4 over Q. But this yields a contradiction with 4, Theorem 27.11 . Thus G2
is abelian and hence G is not. Therefore QG has a direct summand1 1
 .  .isomorphic to either H Q or M Q . If G / 1, then QG has a direct2 2 2
 .summand isomorphic to Q j where j is a primitive pth root of unity with
p / 2. Hence QG , QG m QG has a simple component isomorphic to1 2
 .  .   ..  .  .   ..either H Q m Q j , H Q j or M Q m Q j , M Q j , a contra-2 2
diction.
Since G is finite we thus obtain that G s G = G = ??? = G , where1 2 n
any G is an indecomposable 2-subgroup of G. If there exist i / j suchi
that both G and G are nonabelian, then both QG and QG have ai j i j
 .  .simple component isomorphic to either H Q or M Q . Consequently2
w xQ G = G has a simple component isomorphic to one of the followingi j
 .  .  .  .  .   ..  .rings H Q m H Q , M Q , H Q m M Q , M H Q , or M Q m4 2 2 2
 .  .M Q , M Q , again a contradiction. Therefore, G s H = K where H is2 4
indecomposable and K is abelian. A similar argument to the previous one
shows that K has exponent at most 2. Hence G , H = C k.2
The converse is obvious.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 6. 2 « 1 By Lemma 8 it is enough to show that
any of the 10 indecomposable groups in the list is admissible. Since any of
these groups is an epimorphic image of some W , it is generated by then
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images of the x ’s. We will abuse notation and will denote the image of xi i
 .  .resp. t by x resp. t .i j i i j
$
2 .  .a Let G s W . Write e s t and for every a s a , a g C let2 12 1 2 2
a a1 21 2 2f s 1 q y1 x 1 q y1 x 1 y e . .  .  . .  .a 1 24
 4  < 24It is not difficult to see that e j f a g C is a set of orthogonala 2
central idempotents of QG. Clearly QGe is commutative, dim QGe s 16,Q
QGf is noncommutative, and dim QGf G 4 for every a g C 2. Sincea Q a 2
dim QG s 32, we therefore obtain that QG s QGe =  2 QGf , QGeQ ag C a2
is a direct sum of fields, and any QGf has dimension 4 over Q. So eacha
 .  .QGf is isomorphic to either H Q or M Q . Hence G is admissible.a 2
 .  .b ] e Each of these groups is a homomorphic image of W and2
thus is admissible by Lemma 7.
 . 1 X2 nf Let G s G . Write w : G ª G for the monomorphism given by2
 a2 a3 an. a2 a3 an  . Xw t t ??? t s x x ??? x a g C . The set H of hyperplanes of G12 13 1n 2 2 n i 2
 . ny1considered as a vector space over C has exactly 2 y 1 elements. For2
 S S S 4each S g H fix a basis y , y , . . . , y . For every S g H and every1 2 ny2
 . ny1a s a , a , . . . , a g C let1 2 ny1 2
ny11 $a a X1 ia 2 S ˆf s 1 q y1 x 1 q y1 w y S 1 y G . .  .  . . .  .S 1 iny12 is2
S ˆ S ˆ 2 ˆ a .   . .Since w y S is central and w y S s S, it follows easily that each fi i S
is a nonzero central idempotent. One can now verify that
a < ny1f S g H , a g C 4S 2
ny2 ny1 .is a set of 2 2 y 1 orthogonal nonzero central idempotents of QG.
a ny1 w xSince dim QGf G 4 for every S g H, a g C 3, Lemma 1.2 , andQ S 2$
X nq1 2 nbecause dim QGG s 2 and dim QG s 2 , we obtain thatQ Q
22 n s 2 nq1 q 4 2 ny1 2 ny1 y 1 .  .
$
X a 2 nF dim QGG q dim QGf F 2 .Q Q S
ny1SgH , agC2
a a  .Thus, dim QGf s 4, and therefore QGf is isomorphic to either H QQ S S $
Xny1 .or M Q , for all S g H and a g C . Since QG s QGG =2 2
 ny 1QGf a it follows that G is admissible.S g H , ag C S2
 .g follows by a similar argument.
 .  .  .  .h is a homomorphic image of f and i and j are homomorphic
 .images of g .
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 .  .Because of Lemma 8, to prove 1 « 2 we have to show the following
two statements:
 .A Every indecomposable nilpotent admissible finite group G is
 .isomorphic to one of the 10 groups listed in the condition 2 of Theorem
6.
 .  .B Any two different groups listed in the condition 2 of Theorem
6 are not isomorphic.
 .Proof of B . Comparing the orders of the groups G listed, and also
 .comparing the ranks of the groups GrZ G , it is sufficient to show that:
 .  2:  2 :  . 1 2  . 1 22 n 2 n 2 ny1 2 ny11 W r x ` W r x t , 2 G ` G , and 3 G , G , and2 1 2 1 12 2 2 2 2
G 2 ny13 are pairwise nonisomorphic.2
 .  2:1 This follows from the fact that W r x has a noncentral ele-2 1
 2 :ment of order 2 while W r x t does not.2 1 12
 . 1 2 n2 Clearly x is a noncentral element of order 2 in G . However,2 2
G 2 n2 does not have any element satisfying these conditions. Indeed, any2
noncentral element x g G 2 n2 is of the form x s zx a1 x a2 ??? x an for some2 1 2 n
 . n  2 . 22 nnonzero a s a , a , . . . , a g C and z g Z G . If a s 0 then x s11 2 n 2 2
t a2 ??? t an / 1. On the other hand, if a s 1, then x 2 s x 2 / 1.12 1n 1 1
 .  . 1 2 ny13 By C x we denote the centralizer of x in G. Note that GG 2
2   .:  .has a noncentral element x s x such that x s 1 and x, Z G / C x2 G
/ G. However, neither G 2 ny12 nor G 2 ny13 contains such an element.2 2
2   .:2 ny1Finally, note that G has an element x s x such that x, Z G s2 1
 . 2 32 ny1C x and x s 1. But G does not have such an element. ThisG 2
 .finishes the proof of B .
 .To prove A we need to do more work
LEMMA 9. Let G be a nilpotent admissible finite group such that G s
  .: w x < : Xx , . . . , x , Z G . If for a gi¨ en i s 1, . . . , n, x , x j / i / G , then1 n i j
2 w x < :x g x , x j / i .i i j
w x <Proof. Clearly, for any given i, the image of x in H s Gr x , x j /i i j
:i is central. By Lemma 7, H is admissible. Hence the result follows from
Lemma 4.
 .For a finitely generated group G we denote by r G the smallest integer
 .  .r G G 0 such that is G generated by r G elements.
LEMMA 10. If G is a nonabelian nilpotent admissible finite group, then G
is a homomorphic image of some W andn
<r G s min m G is a homomorphic image of W . 4 . m
 .   .  .If , furthermore, G is indecomposable and GrZ G s x Z G , x Z G ,1 2
 .:  :  .   ... . . , x Z G then G s x , x , . . . , x and thus r G s r GrZ G .n 1 2 n
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Proof. Let x , x , . . . , x be a set of generators of G. By Lemma 4,1 2 n
4 2  .  .x s 1 and x g Z G for all i. Furthermore, since GrZ G is abelian,i i
X  . w x  .G : Z G and hence x , x g Z G for all i / j. Therefore, G is ai j
 .  <quotient of W and it follows that r G s min n G is a homomorphicn
4image of W .m
  .. Set n s r GrZ G . Let x , . . . , x g G such that G s x , . . . , x ,1 n 1 n
 .:  :  .Z G . Let H s x , . . . , x . Since Z G is completely reducible, there1 n
 .  .   . .exists K F Z G such that Z G s Z G l H = K. Therefore G s H
 :  .= K. So if G is also indecomposable, then G s x , . . . , x . Thus, r G1 n
s n.
LEMMA 11. If a nilpotent finite group G as four elements x , x , x , x1 2 3 4
w x w x w xsuch that x , x / 1, x , x / 1, and x , x s 1 for e¨ery 1 F i F 2 - j1 2 3 4 i j
F 4 then G is not admissible.
 .  .Proof. Assume that G is admissible. By Lemma 4, Z G and GrZ G
have exponent 2. So, because of Lemma 7, we may assume that G s
 :  . w x: w x:x , x , x , x and Z G s x , x s x , x , C . It is not difficult1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 2
 . 4 X wto see that GrZ G , C and G , C , but this contradicts 9, Lemma2 2
x1.4 .
In the remainder we often reason on a set of elements x , x , . . . , x of1 2 n
 .  .  .an admissible group G such that x Z G , x Z G , . . . , x Z G is a basis1 2 n
 .for GrZ G as a vector space over C . When we say, for instance,2
‘‘replacing x by x x ’’ it is meant that the set x , x , . . . , x is changed2 2 3 1 2 n
into the set x , x x , x , . . . , x ; we denote then again the latter set by1 2 3 3 n
x , x , . . . , x . By interchanging x and x ’’ is meant that x becomes x1 2 n 2 3 2 3
and x becomes x .3 2
LEMMA 12. If G is a nilpotent admissible finite group such that
  ..  X .r GrZ G s 3, then r G s 2.
Proof. By Lemma 8, we may assume that G is indecomposable. Hence
 :  .  2 < :by Lemma 10, G s x , x , x , Z G s t x 1 F i - j F 3, 1 F k F 3i, j1 2 3 k
X  < : w x . wand G s t 1 F i - j F 3 , where t s x , x 1 F i - j F 3 . By 9,i, j i j i j
x  X.Lemma 1.4 , 2 F r G F 3
 X . 2Assume r G s 3, that is t , t , t are linearly independent. If x s12 13 23 1
2 2  :x s x s 1, then G s Gr t t , t t is admissible and the image of2 3 1 12 13 12 23
t , t , and t in G are equal. This implies that the image y of x x x in12 13 23 1 1 2 3
G is a central element and y2 / 1. This yields to a contradiction with1
Lemma 4. Therefore we may assume that x 2 / 1.1
2  : 2  : 2  :By Lemma 9, x g t , t , x g t , t , and x g t , t . We1 12 13 2 12 23 3 13 23
claim that we may assume that x 2 s t . Indeed, if x 2 s t then by1 12 1 13
interchanging x and x we obtain that x 2 s t . If x 2 s t t , by2 3 1 12 1 12 13
replacing x by x x we obtain x 2 s t , hence proving the claim. By2 2 3 1 12
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 : 2 2 2  .2Lemma 9, since G s x x , x , x , t t x s t x x s x x g1 3 2 3 13 12 3 13 1 3 1 3
w x w x:  : 2  :x x , x , x x , x s t t , t . Therefore t x g t t , t and1 3 2 1 3 3 12 23 13 12 3 12 23 13
2  :  :  4hence x g t t t , t l t , t s t , t t . But actually we may3 12 12 23 13 13 23 23 13 23
assume that x 2 s t by replacing, if necessary, x by x x . On the other3 23 3 1 3
 : 2 2 2  .2hand, by Lemma 9, since G s x x , x , x , x s t x x s x x g1 2 2 3 2 12 1 2 1 2
w x w x:  :  :  :  :x x , x , x x , x l t , t s t , t t l t , t s t .1 2 2 1 2 3 12 23 12 13 23 12 23 12
 : 2 2 2  .2 wSimilarly, since G s x , x , x x , x s t x x s x x g x ,1 2 2 3 2 23 2 3 2 3 1
x w x:  :  :  :  : 2x x , x , x x l t , t s t t , t l t , t s t . Thus x2 3 2 2 3 12 23 12 13 23 12 23 23 2
 :  :  4g t l t s 1 . Then taking y s x x , y s x , and y s x x ,12 23 1 1 2 2 2 3 2 3
 : 2 2 2one has that G s y , y , y and y s y s y s 1. But we have already1 2 3 1 2 3
proved that this cannot happen.
LEMMA 13. If G is a nilpotent admissible finite group such that
  ..r GrZ G G 3 then there exists three elements x , x , x g G such that1 2 3
w x w x w xx , x s 1 and x , x and x , x are linearly independent.2 3 1 2 1 3
  ..   .:Proof. Let n s r GrZ G and G s x , . . . , x , Z G . Set t s1 n i j
w xx , x , i / j.i j
If n s 3, then by Lemma 12 we may assume interchanging the x ’s ifi
.  :necessary that t and t are linearly independent and t g t , t .12 13 23 12 13
The statement now follows by considering four cases. For example, if
t s t t then we replace x , x , x by x , x x , x x respectively.23 12 13 1 2 3 1 1 3 2 3
 <Assume now that n G 4. Clearly, we may assume t / 1. Let H s t 112 i j
:  .F i F 2 F j F n . If r H G 2 then we may assume t , t are linearly12 13
 :independent and may find the three searched elements in x , x , x .1 2 3
 : w xOtherwise, there exist 3 F i - j F n, such that t f t 9, Lemma 1.4 .i j 12
We may assume i s 3 and j s 4. By Lemma 11 there exists 1 F i F 2 - j
F 4 such that t / 1 and hence t s t . Then the result follows byi j i j 12
 :applying Lemma 12 on the group x , x , x .i 3 4
LEMMA 14. Let G be a nilpotent admissible finite group such that
  ..   ..r GrZ G G 3. Then there is a subgroup H of G such that r HrZ H s
  ..r GrZ G y 1.
 .Proof. Let n s r G . We argue by induction on n. The result is trivial
for n s 3.
Assume now that n G 4 and the result holds for all nilpotent admissible
 .finite groups S with 3 F r S - n. Let H be a subgroup of G maximal for
the condition
<r HrZ H s max r KrZ K K a subgroup of G, .  . .  .
Z G ; K , r KrZ K / n .4 .  . .
  ..By Lemma 13, k s r HrZ H G 2. Let x , x , . . . , x g H be such that1 2 k
  .:  .H s x , . . . , x , Z G . Considering GrZ G as a vector space over C1 k 2
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it is easy to see that there exist x , . . . , x g G such that G skq1 n
  .:  :x , . . . , x , Z G . Assume k F n y 2. If k - i F n and K s H, x1 n i i
  ..then k F r K rZ K F k q 1 - n. The maximality of H yields thati i
  ..r K rZ K s k. Therefore, there exists an h g H such that y s h x gi i i i i i
 .   .: w xZ K . Consequently G s x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y , Z G and x , y s 1i 1 k kq1 n i j
for all 1 F i F k - j F n. However, this is impossible because of Lemma
11. Thus k s n y 1.
We need one more essential proposition before being able to prove
Theorem 6.
PROPOSITION 15. Let G be a nilpotent indecomposable nonabelian ad-
 .missible finite group such that n s r G G 3. Then there exist x , x , . . . , x1 2 n
 : w xsuch that G s x , x , . . . , x , x , x s 1 for all 2 F i - j F n, and1 2 n i j
w x w xx , x , . . . , x , x are linearly independent.1 2 1 n
Proof. Note that, by Lemma 10, G is generated by n noncentral
w xelements, x , x , . . . , x . Again set t s x , x , i / j. We argue by induc-1 2 n i j i j
tion on n. The case n s 3 follows from Lemma 10 and Lemma 13.
Assume n s 4. By Lemma 13 there are x , x , x g G such that t , t1 2 3 12 13
 .are linearly independent and t s 1. By considering GrZ G as a vector23
 .  .space over C one obtains an x g G such that x Z G , x Z G ,2 4 1 2
 .  .  . x Z G , x Z G are linearly independent in GrZ G and G s x , x ,3 4 1 2
:x , x by Lemma 10.3 4
 :  X.Let H s x , x , x . By Lemma 12, r H F 2. Since t / 1, one has1 2 4 12
six cases:
1. t s 124
2. t s t24 14
3. t s 114
4. t s t24 12
5. t s t t24 12 14
6. t s t .14 12
 .In Case 4 respectively, Case 5 , replacing x by x x we go to Case 14 1 4
 .respectively, Case 2 . In Case 6, replacing x by x x we go to Case 3.4 2 4
Therefore we only have to consider Cases 1, 2, and 3.
 :Similarly by considering H s x , x , x one has the following six1 3 4
cases:
1. t s 134
2. t s t34 14
3. t s 114
4. t s t34 13
5. t s t t34 13 14
6. t s t .14 13
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So we have 18 cases by combining the first three cases from the first set
with the six cases from the second set. We are going to call case i. j
 .i s 1, 2, 3; j s 1, . . . , 6 the combination of case ‘‘i’’ from the first set and
case ‘‘ j’’ from the second set. We start with some easy reductions.
Case 3.6. Is impossible because t / 1.13
Cases 2.1, 3.1, and 3.2. First note that Cases 3.1 and 3.2 are the same
case. Interchanging x and x ; Cases 2.1 and 3.1 reduce to Cases 1.2 and2 3
1.3 respectively.
Case 2.2. By replacing x by x x this reduces to Case 2.1.3 2 3
Case 1.6. This reduces to Case 1.3, by replacing x by x x .4 3 4
Cases 2.4, 3.4, and 3.5. The first two reduce to case 1.5 and 1.3
respectively by interchanging x and x and replacing x by x x . The2 3 4 1 4
third one coincides with Case 3.4.
Now we show that from the remaining cases the only possible one is 1.1.
Case 1.2. Let
 :  :t t if t g t , t12 13 14 12 13H s   :  :t t , t t if t f t , t12 13 12 14 14 12 13
  ..  X.and K s GrH. Then r KrZ K s 4 and r K s 1, contradicting Lemma
13, and this case is impossible.
Cases 1.3 and 2.3. These are the same case. Since x is not central we4
obtain t / 1. Let34
 :¡ t t if t s t or t s t12 13 34 12 34 13~ :t if t s t tH s 13 34 12 13¢ :  :t t , t t if t f t , t12 13 12 34 34 12 13
  ..  X.and K s GrH. Again it follows that r KrZ K s 4 and r K s 1 and
hence this case is excluded.
Case 1.4. Also this case is impossible. For this we argue as in the
previous case by taking
 :  :t t if t g t , t12 13 14 12 13H s   :  :t t , t t if t f t , t .12 13 12 14 14 12 13
Case 1.5. Since Case 1.3 is excluded we obtain t / 1. Further, since14
Case 1.4 is excluded we also have t / t . Again it follows that this case is14 13
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excluded by arguing as in the previous cases with
 :¡ t t if t s t12 13 14 12~ :t if t s t tH s 13 14 12 13¢ :  :t t , t if t f t , t .12 13 14 14 12 13
Case 2.6. To prove this case is impossible. We argue as in the previous
cases by considering
 :  :t if t g t , t12 34 12 13H s   :  :t , t if t f t , t .12 34 34 12 13
Case 2.5. Since Cases 1.3 and 2.6 are excluded, it follows that t / 114
 :and t / t . Considering H s t , t t we argue as before to show14 13 13 12 14
that this case is excluded.
Case 3.3. First note that because Cases 3.1 and 3.4 are excluded, we
obtain t / 1 and t / t . Next we show that one may assume that34 34 13
 :t f t , t . If t s 1 then we are in Case 1.3. If t s t then24 12 13 24 24 12
replacing x by x x again we get Case 1.3. If t s t consider K s4 1 4 24 13
 :Gr t . Then the images of the x ’s in K satisfy the conditions of Lemma13 i
11, yielding a contradiction. Finally, if t s t t then by replacing x by24 12 13 4
x x one goes to the case where t s t and t s 1 which has been1 4 24 13 14
already excluded.
 :By symmetry one may assume that t f t , t .34 12 13
On the other hand, if t s t then by replacing x by x x one may24 34 2 2 3
assume that t s 1 and again we are in Case 1.3. Thus one may assume24
 :that t / t . Take now K s Gr t . It is not difficult to see by using the23 34 34
  ..assumptions made that r KrZ K s 4 and K is thus of type 3.1 which
already has been excluded.
Now we deal with the only remaining case.
Case 1.1. That is, there are x , x , x , x g G, such that G s x , x ,1 2 3 4 1 2
:x , x and t s 1 for all 2 F i - j F 4. To finish the proof of the3 4 i j
proposition for n s 4 it only remains to prove that t , t , t are linearly12 13 14
a2 a3 a4  .independent. But this is clear as t t t s 1 a , a , a g C implies12 13 14 2 3 4 2
x a2 x a3 x a4 is central and hence a s a s a s 0.2 3 4 2 3 4
Assume now that n ) 4 and the result holds for all nilpotent admissible
  ..finite groups H with 3 F r HrZ H - n. By Lemma 14, G has a sub-
  ..group H such that r HrZ H s n y 1. By the induction hypothesis
  .:there are x , . . . , x such that H s x , . . . , x , Z H , and t s 11 ny1 1 ny1 i j
for all 2 F i F n y 1 and t , . . . , t are linearly independent. In12 1ny1.
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 X.particular, r G G n y 2. Then by Lemma 10, there exists an x g Gn
 :such that G s x , . . . , x , x .1 ny1 n
 X. XFirst we show that r G / n y 2. Suppose the contrary. Then G s
 : a2 any 1 a2t , . . . , t . Write t s t ??? t . Replacing x by x ???12 1ny1. 1n 12 1ny1. n 2
any 1  :x x , we may assume that t s 1. We claim that t g t for anyny1 n 1n in 1 i
 :1 - i - n. If not, then we consider S s Gr t . We are going to prove1 i
  ..that r SrZ S s n. For simplicity we take i s 2 and again we denote by
x and t the images of x and t in S. Note that t , . . . , t arei i j i i j 13 1ny1.
 . a1 an  .linearly independent and t / 1 in S . Suppose y s x ??? x g Z G2 n 1 n
w x anwith a g C , then 1 s x , y s t and hence a s 0. Moreover, 1 si 2 2 2 n n
w x a3 any 1x , y s t ??? t and hence a s ??? s a s 0. Furthermore, 1 s1 13 1ny1. 3 ny1
w x a1 w x a2x , y s t and therefore a s 0. Finally, 1 s x , y s t and hence3 13 1 n 2 n
  ..  X.a s 0. So, we have indeed shown that r SrZ S s n. Since r S s n y 3,2
 :this contradicts with the previous paragraph. Hence the claim t g tin 1 i
 :follows. Thus t s 1 and t g t for all 1 - i - n. Note that since x1n in 1 i n
is not central, t / 1 for some 2 F i F n. Further, t / t for somein in 1n
2 F i - n, since x x is not central. Therefore we may assume by reorga-1 n
.  :nizing if needed t s t and t s 1. Let S s Gr t t and keep the3n 13 2 n 12 13
notation of the x ’s and t ’s. Then t , . . . , t are linearly independent13 1ny1.i i j
 X .in S, t s t s t , and r S s n y 3. As before we derive a contradic-12 13 3n
  .. a1 an  .tion by proving that r SrZ S s n. Let y s x ??? x g Z G with a g1 n i
w x a1 w x anC , then 1 s x , y s t and hence a s 0. Moreover, 1 s x , y s t2 2 12 1 3 3n
w x a2qa 3 a4 any 1and therefore a s 0. Furthermore, 1 s x , y s t t ??? t andn 1 13 14 1ny1.
w x a3hence a s ??? s a s 0 and a s a . Finally, 1 s x , y s t and4 ny1 2 3 n 3n
 X.thus a s a s 0. So we have shown that r G G n y 1.3 2
 X.  :Next we show that r G s n y 1. If t f t , . . . , t and 1 - i -1n 12 1ny1.
 :X.  .  :n, then r x , x , x F 2 by Lemma 12 and hence t g t , t .1 i n in 1 i 1n
X  :Therefore G s t , . . . , t . Otherwise, there exists an 1 - i - n such12 1n
that t , . . . , t , t are linearly independent. If 1 - j - n and i / j,12 1ny1. in
 :X .then by the case n s 4, r x , x , x , x F 3 and hence t , t g1 i j n 1n j, n
 : X  :t , t , t . Thus G s t , . . . , t , t .1 i 1 j in 12 1ny1. in
Therefore, we already know that for every nonabelian nilpotent admissi-
 X.   ..ble finite group G, r G s r GrZ G y 1.
 :Let 1 - i - n. We are going to prove that t g t . For simplicity takein 1 i
 :  X .i s 2. If not set S s Gr t . Clearly r S s n y 2. We will show that12
  ..r SrZ S s n which contradicts the previous paragraph. Again we will
abuse notation by keeping the notation x and t for the homomorphici i j
images in S of the respective elements. Let y s x a1 x a2 ??? x an g1 2 n
 . . w x anZ S a , a , . . . , a g C . Then y, x s t s 1 and t / 1. Thus a s1 2 n 2 2 2 n 2 n n
w x a1 w x a3 any1.0. Moreover, y, x s t and hence a s 0. So y, x s t ??? t s 13 13 1 1 13 1ny1.
and since t , . . . , t are linearly independent in S, we obtain that13 1ny1.
w x a2a s 0 for 3 F j F n y 1. Finally, y, x s t s 1 an the assumptionj n 2 n
implies that a s 0.2
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 :By considering the group S s Gr t t , 1 - i, j - n, i / j, and argu-1 i 1 j
ing as before, we can also exclude the possibility t s 1 and t s t .1n 1 j n j
Thus, either t s 1 for all 1 - i - n or t s t for all 1 - i - n. Thein in 1 i
second case reduces to the first one by changing x by x x . So this showsn 1 n
the result.
Now we are ready to finish the proof of Theorem 6 by proving the above
 .mentioned statement A .
 .Proof of A . Let G be an indecomposable nonabelian nilpotent admis-
sible finite group. We have to prove that G is isomorphic to one of the
 .  .groups listed in Theorem 6 2 . Let n s r G .
Assume n s 2. By Lemma 10, G is a homomorphic image of W . So we2
have to check only that any nonabelian homomorphic image of W is2
 .  .isomorphic to one of the groups in a]e of Theorem 6 2 . Let H be a
normal subgroup of W such that G s W rH is nonabelian. Clearly2 2
 . < <H F Z W and t f H. The statement is trivial if H is trivial or H s 4.2 12
 :  .  : 2 kTherefore we may assume H s a with a g Z G y t . Thus a s y t12 12
 .for some y g G y Z G and k g C . Without loss of generality we may2
 2:assume that y s x . Thus, if k s 0, then G , W r x and, if k s 1, then1 2 1
 2 :G , W r x t .2 1 12
Now suppose that n G 3. By Proposition 15, there are x , . . . , x such1 n
 :that G s x , . . . , x , t s 1 for all 2 F i - j F n, and t , t , . . . , t are1 n i j 12 13 1n
2  :linearly independent. By Lemma 9, x g t for all 2 F i F n, and thusi 1 i
 .  2:since G is a homomorphic image of W , Z G s t , . . . , t , x .12 1n 1n
We claim that either x 2 s 1 for all 2 F i F n or x 2 s t for alli i 1 i
2 F i F n. Assume the contrary. By reorganizing the x ’s, if needed, wei
2 2  :may assume that x s 1 and x s t . Then G s x , x , x x , x , . . . , x2 3 13 1 2 2 3 4 n
 .2 w x:and x x s t f x , x x . This is in contradiction with Lemma 92 3 13 1 2 3
and the claim follows.
So it is sufficient to deal with the following five cases.
1. x 2 s 1 for all 2 F i F n and x 2 f GX.i 1
2. x 2 s 1 for all 2 F i F n and x 2 g GX.i 1
3. x 2 s t for all 2 F i F n and x 2 f GX.i 1 i 1
4. x 2 s t for all 2 F i F n and x 2 s 1.i 1 i 1
2 2 X  45. x s t for all 2 F i F n and x g G y 1 .i 1 i 1
w x 2Case 1. Since x , x s 1 for all 2 F i - j F n and x s 1 for alli j i
1   ..2 n2 F i F n, then G is a homomorphic image of G . Furthermore, r Z G2
  .. < < 2 n < 1 < 12 n 2 ns r GrZ G s n and hence G s 2 s G . Thus G , G .2 2
Case 2. Assume x 2 s t a2 ??? t an. By replacing x by x x a2 ??? x an one1 12 1n 1 1 2 n
may assume that x 2 s 1. Then, G is a homomorphic image of G 2 ny11 and1 2
both groups have the same order. Thus G , G 2 ny11 .2
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Case 3. Arguing as in Case 1 one proves that in this case G , G 2 n2 .2
Case 4. One proves that in this case G , G 2 ny12 .2
Case 5. Let x 2 s t a2 ??? t an. By reorganizing the x ’s if needed one may1 12 1n i
assume that a s 1. Then by changing x by x x a3 ??? x an one may assume2 1 1 3 n
2 3
2 ny1that x s t . Then as in previous cases one proves that G , G .1 12 2
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